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ABSTRACT
Word embeddings are vital descriptors of words in unigram representations of documents for
many tasks in natural language processing and information retrieval. The representation of
queries has been one of the most critical challenges in this area because it consists of a few
terms and has little descriptive capacity. Strategies such as average word embeddings can
enrich the queries' descriptive capacity since they favor the identification of related terms from
the continuous vector representations that characterize these approaches. We propose a datadriven strategy to combine word embeddings. We use Idf combinations of embeddings to
represent queries, showing that these representations outperform the average word embeddings
recently proposed in the literature. Experimental results on benchmark data show that our
proposal performs well, suggesting that data-driven combinations of word embeddings are a
promising line of research in ad-hoc information retrieval.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information retrieval is an essential area in information systems and document engineering. Its
goal is to leverage query-document matching methods, from which a user can retrieve documents
relevant to a query. These systems are organized into two components: a) Document retrieval, in
which a set of documents potentially related to a query are retrieved, 2) Ranking: the retrieved
documents are ordered using a ranking strategy. Usually, the document retrieval stage is
performed by evaluating a bag-of-words query on an inverted index, from which the collection of
documents containing the query words are retrieved. Then, the ranking phase is conducted using
a word scoring function, which measures the relationship between the terms of the query and the
terms of the document. Classic information retrieval schemes that follow this procedure are TfIdf [1] and BM25 [2].
These types of methods have limitations. One of the most important is its inability to identify
homonyms relationships between the words of the queries and the documents. Since the querydocument matching scheme depends on a lexical match, it is not possible to retrieve documents
that contain semantically related terms to the query if they do not have a lexical match. To
address this limitation, many researchers have proposed automatic query expansion (AQE)
strategies [3, 4], adding related words to the query to retrieve more relevant documents.
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AQE strategies define a candidate feature extraction method from a data source. Then by
specifying a feature selection method, they select some potentially relevant terms to expand the
query and reevaluate it. Usually, the data sources used for this purpose correspond to external
sources, such as WordNet [5] or Wikipedia [6], or a local corpus built from the top-k ranked
documents retrieved using the original query [7]. A feature selection method is used to define the
level of relevance of each candidate word in the corpus with the query words. These methods
cover a wide range of techniques and models to determine the significance of a term to the query.
Among them, the literature reports methods based on mutual information [8], Kullback-Leibler
divergence [9], and probabilistic term-to-term associations [10], among others. Once the terms of
the expansion are selected, the original query is combined with the new words to generate an
expanded query. Different word-combining methods have been tried, such as boolean queries
[11], unweighted term combination, or Rocchio term-weighting [12]. Once the expanded query
representation is available, the expanded query is evaluated using a query-document matching
scheme such as Tf-Idf [1] or BM25 [2].
Representation learning has been a very active area in NLP in the last decade. Driven by a
growing interest in the use of deep neural networks, several text representations have been
proposed to solve different tasks supported on deep learning architectures. These representations
operate at varying levels of aggregation, such as at the level of words, sentences, or documents.
Word-level representations, known as word embeddings, allow building dense and lowdimensional vector representations. These embeddings allow identifying semantic relationships
between words that do not have a lexical match. There are word embeddings like Word2Vec [13]
and GloVe [14] that provide one embedding for each word. This approach has limitations as it
makes processing polysemic words difficult, and it is unable to construct representations for outof-vocabulary words. The out-of-vocabulary problem has been tackled using subword-based
methods such as FastText [15], which can generate representations of out-of-vocabularies words
from partial lexical matches.
Word embeddings can be used to find term expansion candidates and then retrieving documents
using the expanded query. Different strategies have been studied for estimating the relevance of
candidate terms to the query comparing a single candidate term to every query term. The
literature shows that word embedding based query expansion achieves competitive results when
combined with strategies based on relevance feedback [16]. Like the classic AQE methods, the
use of a local corpus based, for example, on the top-k documents retrieved from the original
query, allows obtaining more relevant words for the meaning of the original query than if using a
global vocabulary [17]. For this reason, query-specific feature techniques predominate in AQE
techniques based on word embeddings.
In this study, we compare different word embeddings strategies in AQE. We propose a datadriven strategy to combine word embeddings based on the IDF weights calculated on the corpus.
Our approach aims to give more relevance to more informative terms, avoiding the inclusion of
marginally relevant terms in the query expansion process.
The work is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we present related work. In Section 3,
we discuss background knowledge on AQE. Our AQE strategy based on word embeddings is
introduced in Section 4. Section 5 presents the experiments, the discussion of results, and the
limitations of this work. Finally, we conclude in Section 6 providing concluding remarks and
outlining future work.
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2. RELATED WORK
The use of neural word embeddings in information retrieval is recent. This line of research has
had increasing interest from researchers and practitioners in the last five years. One of the first
works in this area evaluated the effectiveness of skip-grams and CBOW in the translation
language model [18]. Both skip-grams and CBOW proved to be useful in ad-hoc information
retrieval on TREC corpus. This success has prompted research on different IR tasks, such as
sponsored search [19] and web recommendations [20].
The literature shows recent work in AQE based on word embeddings [21, 22, 17, 16, 23].
Usually, these works use a pseudo-relevant feedback scenario (PRF), which is useful for
restricting the term search space. Query expansion based on one-to-one relationships using word
embeddings was studied by Almasriet al. [23]. The authors used cosine similarity to find terms
related to each query term. Then a new query was built joining the identified words. Ad-hoc IR
was evaluated using the query likelihood model on the expanded query. Results on CLEF data
showed that their effectiveness was better than one-to-one AQE methods based on mutual
information and PRF.
Other works build a representation of the query based on word embeddings. The terms for the
expansion are identified using a similarity function between the vector representation of the query
and the word embeddings of the terms that make up the (pseudo)-relevant documents. To
construct the query vector representation, these methods average the word embeddings of the
query terms, an approach known as average word embeddings (AWE). Both Roy et al. [22] and
Kuziet al. [21] studied the effectiveness of AWE vectors on AQE using cosine similarity,
showing good performance when used in combination with PRF. Recently, Imani et al. [24]
showed that cosine similarity can be replaced by a siamese network trained to detect candidate
words.
Diaz et al. [17] incorporate relevance feedback in the process of learning the term embeddings.
The idea is to retrieve a set of documents for the query to learn a query-specific term embedding
model. Experimental results show that the terms of the query expansion identified using this
procedure are more specific than those obtained by using embeddings trained on a global corpus.
Along these same lines, Zamani and Croft [16] proposed a query likelihood model in which
query embeddings are estimated in a local corpus. Using these data-driven query embeddings
improves the effectiveness of the query expansion process. Driven by these promising results,
Zamani and Croft [25] proposed relevance-based word embeddings, a word embedding strategy
that learns word representations based on query-document relevance information. The authors
showed that these word representations performed better on AQE than those based on word2vec
or GloVe.

3. BACKGROUND
The AQE strategy studied in this work is based on pseudo relevance feedback. Consequently, the
AQE strategy considers two phases. In the first phase, the top-k documents are retrieved using an
information retrieval model. In the second phase, we use the top-k documents retrieved as a local
corpus. This corpus allows us to define the extraction phase of characteristics of the query in a
query-specific context, focusing the AQE technique on a local vocabulary conditioned on the
query. The assumption of relevance, or pseudo relevance feedback, is used by the AQE strategy
to focus on the domain in which the candidate terms for expansion are sought.
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Let q be a bag-of-words query (BOW) composed by an arbitrary amount of terms that belong to a
vocabulary V. Let D={d1, ...,dN } be a collection of documents, or global corpus, in which the
query q is evaluated. A query engine retrieves the posting lists of the inverted index of D for each
word in q. After retrieving the posting lists, a set of documents D′ is available. Then, for each
document d ∈ D′ , a term-scoring function Term − score(wi ,d) is used to rank the documents
according to its relevance to q. Then, we calculate the ranking of d by adding the term-scoring
obtained for each word of q:
Score(q,d) = ∑wi∈q Term − score(wi ,d).
Note that the term-scoring function may includes the IDF function. The literature shows many
ways to calculate this function. We choose an expression that performs well in collections where
the co-occurrence between terms and documents is sparse. Accordingly, IDF is given by the
following expression:
IDF(wi ) = log (

N−n(wi )+0.5
N+0.5

),

Where N is the number of documents in D and n(wi ) corresponds to the number of documents in
which wi occurs.
The Score(q,d) function allows sorting the documents in D′ according to their relevance to q. To
build the local corpus on which the expansion of the q query is made, the list of documents is
truncated. Accordingly, the top-k documents in D′ correspond to the local corpus from which the
expansion terms will be searched. In this study, we work with a local corpus made up of the top10 documents. Working with a small corpus allows us to focus the AQE strategy on a specific
vocabulary, avoiding terms that are marginally relevant to q can be considered in the expansion
process. Using a small local corpus also avoids introducing high computational costs during the
expansion process.
Our AQE strategy uses a query re-weighting model from which the terms of the query expansion
can be identified. To do this, we build a query representation based on the word embeddings of
the terms that compose it. This query representation is used to identify related terms. We use pretrained word embeddings on large text collections to fulfill this purpose.

4. PROPOSAL
4.1. IDF-AWE
To identify the terms of the expansion, we created a representation of the query based on word
embeddings. Both [17] and [21] use a similar approach named average word embeddings (AWE),
which gives the same weight to each term of the query:
1

AWE(q) = n ∑wi∈q ⃗⃗⃗⃗
wi ,

(1)

Where ⃗⃗⃗⃗
wi is the word embedding of the query term wi, and n is the number of terms in q. Note
that Equation (1) can also be used to build representations of documents based on word
embeddings.
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Kuziet al. [21] proposes the use of the closest term, measured by cosine similarity between the
AWE vector and the word embedding of each candidate word, to determine which words will be
incorporated in the query expansion. The authors define a scoring function for this purpose:
⃗⃗⃗ ,AWE(q))
S(w,q) = ecos(w
,

(2)

Where w is a candidate word to be included in the query expansion process, and w
⃗⃗⃗ is its word
embedding.
We extend AWE, introducing a data-driven strategy to combine the word embeddings. Our
vector representation, IDF-AWE, is a representation of the query generated from the linear
combination of word embeddings according to their IDF weights:
1

IDF − AWE(q) = ∑

wi ∈q IDF(wi )

∑wi∈q IDF (wi ) ⋅ ⃗⃗⃗⃗
wi ,

(3)

Where IDF is calculated with respect to the whole corpus. IDF-AWE will give more importance
in representing q to terms that are more specific in the corpus. To keep the magnitude of the word
embeddings, the sum of the vectors is scaled by the sum of the factors IDF of the terms that
belong to the query. In this way, the IDF-AWE vector gets the same magnitude as the word
embeddings. Note that Equation (3) can also be used to build representations of documents based
on word embeddings.
Once the IDF-AWE vector is computed, we can use it to score the candidate terms to be used in
the expansion. For this purpose, we use the score function defined in Equation (2). The expanded
query will include the top-T terms closest to the IDF-AWE vector representation of q. The
number of terms of the expansion, the value of T, corresponds to a parameter of the AQE
strategy. These terms define a new query, denoted as qexp , that will be re-evaluated in the query
engine.

4.2. ElMo
The definition of the IDF-AWE vector for a context-dependent word embedding is different. In
our study, we examined the effectiveness of ElMo [26], which defines a context-conditioned
word embedding. To make use of this particularity that ElMo offers, we search for the
occurrences of each query word in each document of D′ . Then, we use the surrounding text
detected around each occurrence of wi as a context. Let wi be a word from the query q and let
Sj (wi ,d) = ⟨wi−N ,...,wi ,...,wi+N ⟩ be a surrounding text of wi ∈ d, whose length is 2N + 1. By
providing ElMo with the context Sj (wi ,d), we obtain a context-conditioned word embedding,
which we will denote ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
wi,j . Let's assume that wihas M matches in d and therefore, ElMo returns M
word embeddingsw
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗i,j , j ∈ {1,M}. We obtain a word embedding for wiconditioned on d by
averaging the ElMo word embeddings obtained in d:
1

wi = M ∑M
⃗⃗⃗⃗
wi,j .
j=1 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

(4)

Once the ElMo word embedding for wi conditioned on d is obtained, we can compute the IDFAWE vector using the Equation (3). The length of the context window was set to 5 (N=2), as
usual in word embeddings [13].
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The retrieval phase of relevant documents from the expanded query qexp is implemented using
the disjunction of the terms included in the expansion. This variant that incorporates our AQE
strategy retrieves the posting list of the inverted index of D for each word of qexp . Instead of
intersecting the postings lists, it retrieves all the documents addressed in these lists. Since the
IDF-AWE vector gives more relevance to the more specific terms in D, the words of the
expansion should be strongly related to these specific words. We hypothesize that by giving more
relevance to specific words in the representation of q, the words in qexp will also be more
specific. If this is effective, the AQE strategy is expected to improve the effectiveness of the
system by joining the posting lists of these terms.

4.3. Re-ranking
Let top − T(q) = {t 1 ,...,tT }be the terms of the expansion of q. Let p(t i )be the posting list of each
term t iin top − T(q). A new set of documents is defined by Dexp = {Up(t i ) ∨ ∀t i ∈ top − T(q)},
that is, joining the posting lists of the terms of the expansion. Our AQE strategy ranks Dexp ,
applying a term-scoring function to each term of qexp and each document in Dexp . Once the
documents in Dexp are ranked, a global ranking of the documents in D′ UDexp is obtained, applying
a re-ranking function. Our re-ranking function combines the rankings of both ordered lists of
relevant documents, using a linear combination of the rankings obtained in each of the stages of
the AQE strategy.
Let d be a document in D′ UDexp . The scoring function for d in our AQE system is given by:
Score (⟨q,qexp ⟩ ,d) = (1 − α) ⋅ Score(q,d)+α ⋅ Score(qexp ,d),

(4)

Where α controls the relative importance of q and qexp in the global ranking. Note that
Score(q,d) = 0 if d ∉ D′ and Score(qexp ,d) = 0if d ∉ Dexp .
We introduce a variant of this re-ranking function, which, instead of combining the documentlevel rankings, modifies the BM25 ranking function according to the linear combination factors.
To do this, each document is evaluated in a new query that has the terms of the original query and
those of the expanded query. If the query term belongs to the original query, its BM25 termscoring is weighted according to 1 − α. If the query term belongs to the expanded query, its
BM25 term scoring is weighted according to the α value. The following expression gives the reranking function:
Score (qUqexp ) = (1 − α) ⋅ ∑wi∈q BM 25(wi ,d)+α ⋅ ∑wi∈qexp BM 25(wi ,d).

(5)

5. EXPERIMENTS
5.1. Datasets
The data available to evaluate the proposed strategies correspond to two partitions of the Tipster
corpus, also known as the Text Research Collection Volume (TREC). The two Tipster partitions
studied in this section are: Associated Press (AP) and Wall Street Journal (WSJ). Table 1 shows
some basic statistics of these collections.
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Table 1. Collections used in this study.

The queries used in this study correspond to the enumerated TREC queries 51-200, of which
there are also qrels that allow evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed strategies. The 150 test
queries were evaluated in the three datasets for each of the experimental configurations studied in
this section. All corpora in Table 1 were stopped using the SMART stopword list and stemmed
using the Krovetz algorithm.

5.2. Word embeddings used in this study
We study five strategies of word embeddings. Two variants of word2vec [13], Skip-grams, and
CBOW, were studied in this work. Both strategies were applied to a corpus that joins the two
TREC datasets evaluated (WSJ + AP). Both CBOW and Skip-grams were trained using sliding
windows with five terms, using an FFNN with a hidden layer of 300 units.
For GloVe, FastText, and ElMo, we use pre-trained vectors. GloVe vectors [14] were pre-trained
on Wikipedia 2014 + Gigaword 5, two large-scale text collections. GloVe vectors also have 300
dimensions and it has a vocabulary of 400,000 terms. GloVe's match on each dataset is 89,142
terms in SJMN, 103,700 terms in WSJ, and 120,218 in AP.
FastText vectors [15] were pre-trained in a corpus of over 2.5 million materials science articles.
FastText vectors have 100 dimensions. Since they are generated from subwords, they produce a
full match with the TREC dataset vocabularies.
ElMo vectors [26] were pre-trained in a corpus called 1 Billion Word Language Model
Benchmark. ElMo vectors have 1024 dimensions. These vectors also generate a full match with
the TREC dataset vocabularies.

5.3. Experimental setting
We study different variants of query-document matching methods that can be implemented using
the concepts discussed in Sections 3 and 4. These variants allow us to identify the impact of each
element of the proposal on the effectiveness of the AQE strategy. To illustrate the usefulness of
each building block of the AQE strategy, we defined five variants, two of which do not
implement AQE, and three of which implement different variants of the AQE strategy. Each of
these variants is detailed below:
AWE-VS: In this variant of the proposal, called AWE-based vector space, the documents in D′
are ranked using the cosine similarity between the AWE vector of the query and the AWE vector
of each document in D′ . AWE-VS does not consider query expansion. AWE-VS is evaluated
using four word embedding strategies; these are, Skip-grams, CBOW, GloVe, and FastText.
ElMo is not evaluated in this variant of the model since the construction of the vector
representation of documents based on context-dependent encoding is very costly in
computational time.
IDF-AWE-VS: In this variant of the proposal, called IDF-AWE-based vector space, the
documents in D′ are ranked using the cosine similarity between the IDF-AWE vector of the query
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and the IDF-AWE vector of each document of D′ . IDF-AWE-VS does not consider query
expansion. It is evaluated in CBOW, Skip-grams, GloVe, FastText, and ElMo. In the case of
ELMo, it is more difficult to obtain a vector representation of the document since ElMo is
context-dependent. In this configuration, all the occurrences on the document of each query term
were searched. The AWE vector of the document context was obtained from them, using a term
window of 5 words around the query term. Then, the context AWE vectors for each query term
were averaged to generate one AWE vector per query term. The IDF-AWE vector of the
document was obtained by combining the AWE vectors per word according to their Idf weights.
AQE-Cent: AQE-Cent uses the AWE vector of q to identify the terms of the expansion using the
term-scoring function defined in Equation (2). Five variants of word embeddings are evaluated to
construct the representation of the query (CBOW, Skip-grams, GloVe, FastText, and ElMo). The
variants based on CBOW and Skip-grams correspond exactly to those studied by Kuziet al. [21].
The candidate terms of the expansion correspond to the terms of the top-10 documents of D′
according to the BM25 score obtained for the original query. The term-scoring function allows
defining T terms related to q, which make up a new query. This new query is evaluated in D, and
its results are ranked according to BM25. The results of both rankings were consolidated in a
global ranking using the re-ranking function defined in Equation (4).
IDF-AWE-VS + AQE-Cent: This variant also uses AQE-Cent to represent the query during the
expansion process. However, instead of searching for the terms in the top-10 ranked documents
of D′ according to BM25, it ranks them using IDF-AWE-VS. In this way, the search space for
terms is different, giving more prominence to documents that are close to the IDF-AWE query
vector. IDF-AWE-VS + AQE-Cent is evaluated using Skip-grams, CBOW, GloVe, and FastText.
The terms of the expansion are determined using the term-scoring function defined in Equation
(2). Then, the expanded query is evaluated in D, and its documents are ranked using BM25. The
results of both rankings are consolidated in a global ranking using the re-ranking function defined
in Equation (4).
IDF-AWE-VS + AQE-IDF-Cent: This variant uses IDF-AWE-VS to rank the documents in D′ .
The query representation is built using IDF-AWE, and the terms of the expansion are determined
using the term-scoring function defined in Equation (1). Five variants of word embeddings are
evaluated to construct the representation of the query (CBOW, Skip-grams, GloVe, FastText, and
ElMo). The expanded query is evaluated in D, and its documents are ranked using IDF-AWE.
The results of both rankings are consolidated in a global ranking using the re-ranking function
defined in Equation (4). Another variant of this strategy that we study is to use the re-ranking
function defined in Equation (5). This variant is indicated as IDF-AWE-VS + AQE-IDF-Cent+.
The AQE strategies were studied using expansions with five terms. Top-k document retrieval on
D′ was conducted using the top-10 highly ranked documents in each experimental setting. We
tested many values for α, but α at 0.3 was the one with the best results. We included two
baselines to carry out the evaluations. These are BM25 for the methods without expansion and
BM25-AQE for the methods with query expansion. BM25-AQE uses the cosine similarity of
each query term and each word embedding in the top-k documents to determine the terms of the
expanded query. Once the expanded query has been evaluated, its results are ordered using
BM25. We compare these results with a state-of-the-art method from the literature, the querylikelihood model with query expansion (QLM) introduced by Diaz et al. [17] and discussed in
Section 3.
The methods were evaluated using Mean Average Precision (MAP@10), Recall (R@10), and
NDCG (NDCG@10). The evaluation @10 is usual in the validation of AQE strategies as it is
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expected that the effectiveness of the technique will be shown in the top-k documents of the
ranking. The reported results correspond to averages across queries, for each corpus.

5.4. Results
The experimental results for WSJ and AP are shown in Table 2. MAP and recall are shown in
percentages and NDCG in the interval [0,1].
The results in Table 2 show that the strategies that use IDF-AWE-VS to determine the term
search space consistently perform well. By combining this technique with the IDF-AWE query
representation, the results are improved in terms of MAP. The best result obtained by this
combination, indicated as IDF-AWE-VS + AQE-IDF-Cent, is obtained using FastText. This
result is consistent in the three corpus studied. The MAP of IDF-AWE-VS + AQE-IDF-Cent+ is
the best observed in each corpus, surpassing all its competitors. The margin with which IDFAWE-VS + AQE-IDF-Cent+ outperforms AQE-Cent is remarkable, exceeding 30 percentage
points of MAP in various configurations. This finding shows that the IDF-AWE query vector is
very useful in query expansion tasks.
Table 2. Experimental results in WSJ and AP.

Table 3 shows some highlighted words that we found interesting. These words have the
particularity of identifying new terms related to the original query that expands its meaning.
Some words are more specific, while others incorporate related senses. The ability of these
embeddings to identify collocations strongly related to the query, such as nuclear-weapon or
computer-design, is illustrated. The presence of these words is more significant in FastText than
in Skip-grams (see, for example, insider-trad, environmental satellite, anti-submarine, anti-tank,
among others). It is also observed that AQE-Cent identifies more specific words when using
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Skip-grams, which is an effect attributable to the training of this strategy in the local corpus of
TREC. Although FastText is trained in an external corpus, it manages to identify several words
relevant to the original queries. Its ability to generalize in conjunction with its coding based on
sub-words helps the AQE strategy.
Table 3. Query expansion terms detected using Skip-grams and FastText.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced IDF-AWE, a query vector representation that is useful for AQE. Its
effectiveness, in conjunction with FastText, shows that word embeddings are useful in AQE.
We are expanding our work to study its effectiveness using other word embeddings, such as
BERT [27] or relevance-based word embeddings [25]. An alternative of particular interest is to
learn a combination of weights that generates a better representation of the query. An approach
based on machine learning could be beneficial in this line of research.
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